
Raising the quality of housing design in 
East Lindsey



Why improve design?
• The importance of good design has been recognised and is being 

actively promoted through Planning Policy.  

• The government is encouraging local authorities to reject bad design 
in all types of development.

• From 10 August 2006, all nearly all applications must be accompanied 
by a Design and Access Statement outlining how they they have 
incorporated principles of urban design, community consultation and 
access for all members of society.

• Local authorities need to take a stand against adopting poorly 
designed streets and public spaces.  They can do much to 
reduce risk by demanding good design and rejecting bad.



The bigger picture
• Sustainable Communities agenda – mixed uses, access to 

services, high quality development.  

• Draft PPS3 identifies the importance of good housing design:
“Developments should be attractive, safe and designed and 
built to a high quality” and “.. the key test should be whether 
a development positively improves the character of an area 
and the way it functions.”

• Highways agenda.  Using the guidance to support good design 
rather than hinder it.  Flexible interpretation of standards.  
Importance of the public realm.  Safety and accessibility of 
new developments.



A Corporate Priority
Why is good design important to East Lindsey 
District Council?

Current review of aims and priorities:
•Sustainable Communities
•Improving health and social wellbeing
•Quality area to live and work
•Delivering partnership working
•Develop the role of leadership



The cost of poor design
• Potential risk that poor design will increase long term costs:

• A 1970s housing estate at Holly Street in Dalston, east London, was 
so badly designed that it had to be demolished and rebuilt only 20 
years into its intended 60-year design life, at a cost of £92 
million. 

• George’s Park in Lozells, Birmingham was laid out in the 1970s in a 
design that encouraged crime and anti-social behaviour and made it 
into a place actively avoided by local residents. It was redeveloped 
at a cost of £1.2 million.



What is good design?
Good design in housing can:

help improve people’s wellbeing and quality of life
benefit public health
increase property values
cut crime

Building for Life identifies 4 key elements for new housing schemes:

1.Character
2.Roads, parking and pedestrianisation
3.Design and construction
4.Environment and community



What is good design?
Character

1. Distinctive character
2. Architectural quality – durable, well built and attractive
3. Well structured building layout
4. Easy to navigate – focal points, landmarks and views
5. Consideration of existing buildings and landscape 



What is good design?
Roads, parking and pedestrianisation

• Building layout should be a priority to ensure that 
roads and car parking do not dominate

• Streets should be pedestrian, cycle and vehicle friendly
• Well integrated car parking that supports the 

streetscene
• Integration with existing roads, paths and 

development
• Overlooked public spaces and paths to increase feeling 

of safety



What is good design?
Design and construction

• Each scheme should have its own specific design
• Well-designed public spaces with management plan
• Aiming for high standards in energy efficiency – aiming 

for more than the minimum
• Technological innovation
• Internal spaces that are flexible and adaptable



What is good design?
Environment and community

• Access to public transport
• Reduction of environmental impact
• Mix of tenure
• Accommodation mix
• Community facilities on or near to the site



What is good design?
National Case Study
Pepys Estate, Deptford

169 dwellings: 45 shared ownership, 
124 social rent

Planning authority: London Borough of Lewisham
Funding body: Housing Corporation (Phase 1) Housing 
Corporation/ODPM Thames Gateway Funding (Phase 2)
Contract value: £16.5m



What is good design?
National Case Study, Pepys Estate, Deptford, London
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What is good design?
National Case Study
Gun Wharf, Plymouth

•Mixed use, mixed tenure
•99 Total: 35 Private Sale 

46 Rented Affordable Housing (Devon and 
Cornwall Housing Association), and 
18 Shared Ownership Affordable Housing

•Planning authority: Plymouth City Council
•Funding body: RDA, Devon and Cornwall HA, with land 
donation from Plymouth County Council
•Contract value: £7m



What is good design?
National Case Study, Gun Wharf, Plymouth
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What is good design?
Local Case Study, Spilsby

Sustainable design of buildings – to maximise solar gain.  Distinctive building design 
creates a sense of place and identity



What is good design?
Local Case Study, St James, Spilsby

New development considers existing scale,form, style and 
materials of local buildings and results in a development that 
blends into the local landscape. The detailing includes clear 
definition of boundaries which amongst other benefits 
contributes to perceptions of public and private space.



What is good design?
Local Case Study, Louth

Good design creates a strong frontage to the road and reflects local style and materials 
resulting in a development that is in keeping with the character of Louth.  Clever design 

solutions mean that parking is provided to the rear of the dwellings and accessed 
periodically along the road, ensuring that the development is not unnecessarily 

dominated by cars.



Changes to the Planning System
“A design and access statement is a short report 
accompanying and supporting a planning 
application to illustrate the process that has led to 
the development proposal, and to explain and 
justify the proposal in a structured way.“

DCLG Circular 01/2006, Guidance on the changes to the 
development control system 



Changes to the Planning System
• Design and Access Statements are now compulsory and 

are an important tool in enabling planners to make well-
informed and balanced decisions.  

• They should explain the design approach behind a 
particular scheme and how issues of access for all 
members of society have been addressed.

• DAS are required on all applications both full and outline
– Exceptions are material change of use, householder 

applications and engineering/mining works



Design and access statements

Process:  

Assessment

Involvement

Evaluation

Design

As outlined in ‘Design and 
Access Statements.  How to 
write, read and use them’
published by Cabe 2006



Design and access statements
Process:  assessment-involvement-evaluation-design

Assessment
• Site context and surroundings – physical, social and economic 

characteristics.
• Relationship to existing planning policy context.

Involvement
• Groups, people and specialists that have been/will be involved 

in discussions about the scheme.



Design and access statements
Process:  assessment-involvement-evaluation-design

Evaluation
• Demonstration that the information gathered in the 

assessment and involvement stages has been used to help 
identify opportunities and constraints that will inform the later 
development of the scheme.

Design
• An opportunity to ‘tell the story’ of the scheme up until the 

application stage, including initial ideas that have been 
changed, dropped or amended to form a final scheme.  

• An opportunity to ‘sell’ the concept behind the scheme.



Design and access statements
What to examine:

Use: How the use/s will fit into local area and support local aims.
Amount: How much development is being applied for and why this is 
appropriate.
Layout: The proposed site layout (or indicative layout for outline 
applications) and explanation about why this layout has been chosen.
Scale: The size and scale of buildings and spaces and why these are 
appropriate for the site.
Landscaping: Principles used to draw up landscape details.
Appearance: What the place will look like and why.



Design and access statements

Access
• Will the place be safe and easy for everyone to 

move around?
• Will it make the most of the surrounding 

transport/movement network?
• Explanation of the policy approach and 

consultation



Design and access statements
Summary
• Explanation of the relationship between context and 

design
• Enables stakeholders to become more involved in the 

Planning process
• Communication tool
• Explain and justify proposals within an application 

through the identification of principles and concepts
• May include – plans and elevations, photos of site and 

surroundings – should be in addition to not in replace of 
planning application drawings

• How the development will be accessible to all groups of 
people through a variety of modes of travel



Case Study Woodhall Spa Development Appraisal



Case Study Woodhall Spa Development Appraisal



Case Study Woodhall Spa Development Appraisal



Case Study Woodhall Spa Development Appraisal



Case Study Woodhall Spa Development Appraisal



Case Study Woodhall Spa Development Appraisal



Case Study Woodhall Spa Development Appraisal



Conclusions
• The quality and design of housing are high on the 

Government's agenda and East Lindsey.

• Planners can and will no longer accept poorly designed 
housing developments.

• Design and Access Statements are mandatory for planning 
applications 



Useful links
• www.buildingforlife.org
• www.cabe.org.uk
• www.englishpartnerships.co.uk


